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Introduction:  Knowledge of the distribution and 

nature of water ice on Mars has implications for future 
human exploration as well as for understanding past 
Martian climates. Geomorphological evidence [1] and 
ice-exposing impacts [2] in the northern mid-latitudes 
of Mars suggest the water ice in this region is in the 
form of relatively pure, excess ice (higher water ice 
abundances than can fit into the pore spaces of the reg-
olith). This contrasts with the conventional picture of 
mid-latitude ice as being young, pore-filling ground ice 
that reacts quickly to climatic conditions through inter-
actions with the atmosphere. 

The source and timing of excess ice at the mid-
latitudes is not well understood. Ice lenses from frost 
heave [3], snowfall [4] and thermal cycling [5] have all 
been proposed as mechanisms for emplacing this ice. 
Before we understand the emplacement mechanisms 
however, we need to put constraints on the distribution 
and composition of the ice. 

Crater morphology and radar sounding provide in-
dependent mechanisms for probing the subsurface to 
study the extent of the excess ice layer. Radar sound-
ing data from the Shallow Radar (SHARAD) instru-
ment on the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO) 
show a widespread radar-transparent layer in Arcadia 
Planitia, Mars [6] that varies across the region, being 
greatest to the south. We have used concentric, ter-
raced impact craters (e.g. Figure 1) in conjunction with 
this regional radar reflection to constrain the dielectric 
constant εr and thus the composition of the layer, find-
ing it to be consistent with relatively pure ice (εr = 
3.15). Converting the delay times of the SHARAD 
interface to depths using a composition of pure water 
ice gives an average thickness of the layer of ~45 m 
(Figure 2, overleaf). 

Methods: Terraces in simple craters form due to 
changes in the strength of the target material at a given 
depth, giving the crater a concentric morphology. We 
mapped the locations of dozens of these terraced cra-
ters within Arcadia Planitia (Figure 2) in 171 CTX 
images and followed up on many with HiRISE imag-
ing. From stereo data collected with the HiRISE cam-
era on MRO we made Digital Terrain Models (DTMs) 
and calculated depths to terraces. 

We assume the change in material responsible for 
the terraces is the same dielectric interface that causes 
the subsurface SHARAD reflection. We also mapped 
the surface and subsurface interfaces across Arcadia 

Planitia in 277 SHARAD tracks. By comparing the 
depth of the terraces to the time gap between surface 
and subsurface radar reflections we can determine 
wave velocity and thus, dielectric constant of the over- 
lying material. 

Figure 1 shows a DTM for one such doubly-
terraced crater located at 46.581°N, 194.85°E. The 
large, flat terrace at the floor level is at a depth of 40 
m. A second, shallower (14 m depth) and smaller ter-
race in the crater wall suggests additional complexity 
in the subsurface, perhaps a change in porosity or dirt-
iness of the ice. 

 
Figure 1: A Digital Terrain Model (DTM) of a doubly-
terraced crater at 46.581°N, 194.85°E made using 
HiRISE stereo pairs ESP_018522_2270 & 
ESP_019010_2270. 

Two SHARAD tracks pass nearby this crater with 
one-way delay times of the subsurface reflector rang-
ing from 0.18 µs to 0.27 µs. Fitting the delay times to a 
plane and solving for the time at the location of the 
crater gives an expected one-way delay time of 0.23 µs 
relative to the surrounding surface. If the SHARAD 
interface corresponds to the small, shallow wall terrace 
at 14 m depth, εr would be ~24 ± 0.44, an unrealistical-
ly high value. Associating this delay time to the floor-
level terrace at a depth of 40 m yields εr ~3 ± 0.44, 
consistent with pure water ice. The floor-terrace depth 
of another crater for which we have a DTM and 
SHARAD reflector also yields a dielectric constant 
similar to that of water ice (2.7 ± 0.59). 

The extent of the SHARAD reflector we have 
mapped is limited by the strength of the surface echo, 
which hides any other possible reflectors within ~20-
30 m of the surface. We imaged two smaller terraced 
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craters that are in areas where no SHARAD subsurface 
reflection appears. Their floor level terraces are at 16 
and 24.7 m depths, likely within the near-surface range 
where SHARAD cannot distinguish subsurface returns 
due to the interference from sidelobes of the surface 
return. It is conceivable that the layer does not disap-
pear when the reflector disappears but rather the layer 
becomes too shallow to be detectable by SHARAD [7]. 
Thus, the extent of the deposit shown in Figure 2 is a 
lower limit. 

Dielectric Mixing: It is possible that this layer of 
ice is dirty, having a dielectric constant between that of 
pure ice and that of a dense rock like basalt (εr ~ 8). To 
compare our dielectric constant calculations to the die- 
lectric behavior of a 2-component mixture, we have 
calculated the effective dielectric constant of a mixture 
(εm) with different volumetric fractions (vi) of rock in- 
clusions (εi = 8) in a host material of ice (εh = 3.15) 
using three different simple mixing models (Figure 3). 
The general mixing model formula is: 

εm
α =εh

α +vi (εi
α -εh

α) 
where α=1 in the linear model and α=½ in the refrac-
tive model [8]. The logarithmic model was proposed 
by Lichtenecker for the α→0 scenario [9,10]: 

log(εm) = vh log(εh) + vi log(εi) 
We can compare our terraced crater results for die-

lectric constants of the layer to these dielectric mixing 
models to constrain the composition of this layer that 
exists across Arcadia Planitia. The upper limit of the 
dielectric constant we calculated for this layer is 3.44, 
meaning the ice could contain up to 8% rock inclusions 
(grey box, Figure 3). Likewise, we can calculate the 
volume fraction of air inclusions (εi = 1) in ice to get 
an upper limit of porosity of 48% from our lower limit 
dielectric constant of 2.11.  

Conclusions: We present evidence of subsurface 
layering from SHARAD radar interfaces and terraced 
craters across Arcadia Planitia. Combining these da-
tasets shows that the upper layer is likely thick, rela-
tively pure water ice that extends down to the floor 
terraces of craters, 10s of meters deep. Superposed 

expanded secondary craters in the region suggest that 
this ice has been here 10s of millions of years [1]. Un- 
derstanding the conditions that formed this thick, ex-
tensive layer of ice will improve our understanding of 
the Martian climate system. Climate models suggest 
widespread deposition of ice could have occurred in 
the mid-latitudes during Mars’ high obliquity (> 35°) 
periods under certain conditions [11]. These deposi-
tional episodes would be good candidates for the origin 
of this ice layer in Arcadia Planitia. 

 
Figure 3: Effective dielectric constants of a mixture of 
ice and rock using three simple mixing models. 
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Figure 2: Locations of terraced craters (black and white shapes) plotted over colored radar time delays of the subsur-
face interface converted to depth below the surface in meters assuming a composition of pure water ice. 
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